A museum is a big place with many people. **Safety** is very important.
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Big Place Rule #1:

Staying with my adult is a very, very, very important safety rule.
Big Place Rule #2:

Listening for the voice of my adult is very, very, very smart.

It helps to keep me safe.
Big Place Rule #3:

Following directions from my adult is a good rule.

It helps us safely see and do more.
Big Place Rule #4:

Walking is a good inside rule.
Big Place Rule #5:

Talking when I have something to say is a helpful inside rule.
In a museum, **Big Place Rules rule.**
This means that it’s important to try to:
1. stay with my adult,
2. listen for his or her voice,
3. follow directions,
4. walk, and
5. talk when I have something to say.

These are **5 safe and smart rules**